INVESTOR

Financing Groundbreaking Innovation

Innovation Capital
Network (ICN)
Carefully selected, investment opportunities:
Highly innovative businesses from around the world.

wiforum.org | #WIForum

Helping highly innovative
businesses from fast-growing
startups to midmarket or small
enterprises get funding through
Foreign Direct Investments.
Since the vast majority of
nations do not have any robust
and trusted FDI policies or
stable local capital markets,
we help companies register
their HQ in Singapore to attract
foreign investors.

Audience
Accredited investors who are interested
in combining their investment interest
in innovative businesses with helping
emerging countries get out of poverty.

Program
Activities
Investor Education
We free investor webinars to help create
or optimize your investment strategy. The
core experiences of this program come
from some of the best Silicon Valley
investors.

Co-Investor Search
If you have already invested in a great
company and are looking for co-investors
for the next round; we are more than
happy to share your opportunity with our
investor network in our next investor letters.

Deal Flow
We offer deal flow from innovative
companies as they surface. We complete
a due diligence check before we share it.

Investor Exchange
As you get to know other investors through
co-investments or the community, you
can network, compare notes, share
insights and experiences.

Investor Network Expansion
We have access to over 900 investors,
including Angel Investors, Angel Groups,
VCs, and Private Equity investors from
around the world. We are always
looking to expand our network and give
innovative businesses more opportunities
to get funded.
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Unifying
International
Investment
Regulations &
Support
The ICN eliminates three major obstacles
when investing internationally by:

Unifying Investment
Contracts
We ask all companies we support to
register their business in or transfer their
HQ too, Singapore. Companies create
unified stock purchase agreements
that make investments transparent and
easy. All contracts are in English and all
legal aspects or documented in English.
Companies may still operate in their
original nation and pay taxes in their
nation. However, the ownership and IP are
regulated in Singapore and so are all the
investor rights.

Breaking Language Barriers
Highly potential countries with very
interesting companies are often ruled
by local laws in local languages,
making investments nearly impossible
or at least highly unattractive. By
having the Headquarters in Singapore,
all communications, all contracts, all
potential legal disputes are handled in
English. We see fluency in English not
required to deal with investors but we
believe it imperative for companies to be
successful in the global market. Therefore,
WIForum exclusively works with companies
that speak fluent English.

Sharing Investment
Strategies
The way people invest ranges from
“spending” some money and hoping it
will work out – all the way to having firm
investment strategies, well-developed
due diligence processes and a clearly
defined idea of how to support the young
entrepreneurs from start to IPO. We work
with all our members to develop an
investment strategy that allows investors
to understand the dynamics of the young
and fast-growing business.
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How to join
the ICN

About
WIForum

Requirements:

The World Innovations Forum Foundation
(WIForum) is a Swiss-based non-profit
organization, founded by entrepreneurs
for entrepreneurs.

• You are an accredited investor (or
equivalent)
• You have already invested in fastgrowing companies or SMEs
• You live in a country that allows you to
invest in foreign countries
• You are a full member of the World
Innovations Forum Foundation

LEARN MORE

The organization is leveraging the digital
space to the max., by being a global
exchange for innovative minds. It is a
conscious transformation from physical to
digital in an expanded social online world.
Members from all corners of the earth can
exchange with everybody else – any time.
Digital exchange, digital alliance-building,
online mentorship, global investments,
worldwide market access, is just the
surface of the structure. The set culture of
the forum is its inner value. No idea is too
crazy, no project too bold, no question
too dumb and no dream is too far
fetched. Everything is possible and even
the sky is no longer the limit. That spirit
is transcending globally and no longer
bound to any physical location.
To visit the global space, no passport
is needed, no travel is required. All it
takes is a membership and an internet
connection.
The founders of the World Innovations
Forum envision a world in which prosperity
is possible for all nations through
innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Färberstrasse 6
CH-8008 Zürich
+41 (41) 511-2660
contact@wiforum.org
Follow Us
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